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Terahertz heterodyne sensors for Terahertz heterodyne sensors for 
space science and astronomy  tospace science and astronomy  to--dayday

Receiver noise temperature versus frequencyReceiver noise temperature versus frequency
Note: Lowest 
noise temp. 
above 1 THz 

(= highest 
sensitivity) with 

HOT 
ELECTRON 
BOLOMETERS

(red and blue
traces and 
black one in 
between)
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Examples of THz sensors: Examples of THz sensors: NbNNbN Hot Hot 
Electron Bolometer (Electron Bolometer (HEBHEB) Type) Type

Herschel/HIFI: ESA/NASA 
launch in 2007

1.2 – 1.5 THz Receiver at the 
South Pole: UMass; installed 
2002;

Chalmers 
Univ., 
Sweden
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More (More (NbNNbN) HEB THz sensors) HEB THz sensors
(work at liquid helium temperature)(work at liquid helium temperature)

Integrated receiver, UMass, 
2004;

Three element focal plane array, 
UMass, 2004; Both supported by 
NASA X-Enterprise Contract

Rodriguez et al., Intern. 
Microw. Symp., June 2005;

Rodriguez et al., IEEE Microw. 
& Wireless Components Letter, 
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What is an HEB??What is an HEB??

UMass; Yang et 
al., IEEE 
Trans.MTT, 
41,581(1993);

Example: 2 DEG medium 
(AlGaAs/GaAs; “HEMT w/o 
a gate”) (NOT used in 
actual receiver systems)

5-10 
µm

Contact 
pad

Contact 
pad

Ibias

fRF

fLO

fIF

Bolometer 
medium

fIF = ??fRF – fLO ?

The bolometer medium is heated 
by the total incident power, the 
electron temperature rises, the 
bolometer resistance changes, and 
the resulting change in current 
yields an output voltage at the IF

50 
µm

Smallest size 
for superc.
NbN HEBs is 
~100 nm x 1   
µm; NOT 
nanoscale!

HEBs work 
at THz 
frequencies 
thanks to 
very small 
reactance
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More about More about HEBsHEBs

Desirable characteristics:Desirable characteristics:
nn Rapid resistance change Rapid resistance change 

with increased electron with increased electron 
temperature ( temperature ( dRdR / / dTdTee))

nn Small electron heat Small electron heat 
capacity (C capacity (C ee))

nn Short thermal timeShort thermal time--
constant (constant (tt thth) of the ) of the 
electron medium  means a electron medium  means a 
wider bandwidth of the IF wider bandwidth of the IF 
response, response, ““the bandwidth the bandwidth 
of the HEBof the HEB”” ( = B ).( = B ).

TH

B
πτ2

1
=

HEB (Te; C e )

Thermal 
reservoir (T0)

ttthth

RF,DC 
heating

Could 
be two 
steps!
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Different regions of operationDifferent regions of operation
(Prober, 1993; 
Yngvesson,2000; 

Lee et al, 2001)

Heat is transported to 
the contacts

B ~ pD/(2L2)

Ultra-high mobility 2DEG ? no scattering 
in channel
BW varies as L-1; MYSTERY: HOW DOES 
IT WORK???

BW ~ 1/(2pt tr)~  40 GHz

t tr is the Transit time

1.3-6 µm

L = 4-10 µm; 

DIFFUSIVE 
TRANSPORT

BALLISTIC TRANSPORT (Lee 
et al, APL, 81,1243,2002)

See data

50 µm-
many 
channels!
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Can we make a CNT Can we make a CNT NanoNano--HEB??HEB??
SingleSingle--Walled Carbon Walled Carbon NanotubesNanotubes ((SWNTsSWNTs) Show Ballistic ) Show Ballistic 

and Quasiand Quasi--Ballistic Transport >> CNT Ballistic Transport >> CNT NanoNano--HEB with HEB with 
very short thermal timevery short thermal time--constant? Proposed in constant? Proposed in YngvessonYngvesson, , 

Applied Physics Letters, Applied Physics Letters, 8787, 043503, July 25, 2005], 043503, July 25, 2005]

Consider either metallic or semiconducting types of CNT; different 
diameters possible;

Contacts are metallic,  Pd  for example;

WE ARE LOOKING FOR TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT 
RESISTANCE! LET’S CHECK SOME MEASURED DATA.

Contact pads
(NOT to scale!)
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Some examples of measured CNT  Some examples of measured CNT  
transport datatransport data

Javey et al, PRL 94, 106804-1 
(2004); similar data by Park

et al., Nanoletters 4,517 (2004);

Mean free path (mfp) is ~ 10 nm for optical phonon scattering and

~ 1 µm for acoustic phonons;         V/I = R0 + V/I0;

Conductance reaches 4e2/h = 1/6.5 kO; this is the maximum 
possible conductance, obtained for the ballistic case – the “quantum 
conductance” (Landauer and others); there are two degenerate       
energy bands in this case, and two spin values, for a total of four 
“electron waveguide modes”;

Bend due to hot 
electrons that emit 
optical phonons 

Metallic 
SWNTs
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Brief note on theoryBrief note on theory

nn ““SimpleSimple”” interpretations useinterpretations use

This can fit the measuredThis can fit the measured
data in previous slidedata in previous slide
A recent variation assumesA recent variation assumes
a phonon temperature  distribution with a a phonon temperature  distribution with a 

maximum at the center of the CNT, leading to a maximum at the center of the CNT, leading to a 
thermal model with three systems: electrons, thermal model with three systems: electrons, 
phonons, and the phonons, and the susbtartesusbtarte/contacts/contacts

[Kuroda and [Kuroda and LeburtonLeburton, arXiv0507210], arXiv0507210]

Lh
e

G
l24

=
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Compare with IVCompare with IV--curves for the 2DEG curves for the 2DEG 
device (typical conversion loss 18device (typical conversion loss 18--20 20 

dB)dB)

Also 
optical 
phonon 
emissio
n

Also due 
to optical 
phonon 
emission

From: Yang et 
al., IEEE 
Trans.MTT, 
41,581(1993);
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More dataMore data
Temperature dependence of 
the differential conductance

Kong et al.,PRL (2001)

In this case, the dependence of G 
on gate voltage and temperature is 
due to scattering by an impurity

Note 
IV-
curve!
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More dataMore data
Red curve 
300K; 
dotted 
curve 10K;

Large change in simulated 
drift velocity with 
temperature; Perebeinos et 
al, PRL 94, 086802-1, 
2005.

Measured conductance for 
different temperatures, Xhou
et al, arXiv 0504297

R vs T

Semiconducting
SWNTs
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How could we experimentally verify How could we experimentally verify 
HEB mixing in HEB mixing in SWNTsSWNTs ??

Also microwave 
measurements 
(GHz) using 
microstrip
circuits

At THz
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Predicted performancePredicted performance

nn The transit time would be about 250 The transit time would be about 250 fsfs for for 
the the ballistic caseballistic case, assuming L=200 nm, , assuming L=200 nm, 
i.e. the predicted bandwidth is close to i.e. the predicted bandwidth is close to 
600 GHz; 600 GHz; however, the conductance however, the conductance 
seems NOT to depend on the temperature seems NOT to depend on the temperature 
in the ballistic case;in the ballistic case;

nn With With SOME scatteringSOME scattering, there is a , there is a 
temperature dependence, and the temperature dependence, and the 
bandwidth is estimated to be 100 GHz to bandwidth is estimated to be 100 GHz to 
300 GHz (previous record is 40 GHz);300 GHz (previous record is 40 GHz);
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Microwave/THz Properties of Microwave/THz Properties of 
SWNTsSWNTs??

nn 11--D conductors (assuming ballistic transport) D conductors (assuming ballistic transport) 
have a surprisingly  have a surprisingly  large kinetic inductancelarge kinetic inductance
(~ 10~ 1044 times larger than the magnetic times larger than the magnetic 
inductance, 4nH/inductance, 4nH/µµm), see e.g. Burke, IEEE Trans. m), see e.g. Burke, IEEE Trans. 
Nanotech, Nanotech, 11, 129(2002). This would result in a , 129(2002). This would result in a 
large reactance at THz frequencies.large reactance at THz frequencies.

nn A recent paper by Yu and Burke (A recent paper by Yu and Burke (arXivarXiv 0504575) 0504575) 
indicates, however, that the indicates, however, that the measured microwave measured microwave 
impedance is realimpedance is real up to 10 GHz. up to 10 GHz. The kinetic The kinetic 
inductance may thus be modified by inclusion of inductance may thus be modified by inclusion of 
scattering. Scattering rate is ~ 1 THz for scattering. Scattering rate is ~ 1 THz for 
opt.phononsopt.phonons!!

nn The high resistance ( > 6 kThe high resistance ( > 6 kOO) of a SWNT may be ) of a SWNT may be 
matched at microwaves/THz by (1)matched at microwaves/THz by (1) using a using a 
resonant circuit; (2) paralleling of  resonant circuit; (2) paralleling of  SWNTsSWNTs; or (3) ; or (3) 
capacitive contacts; capacitive contacts; 
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What about conversion loss and What about conversion loss and 
noise noise -- II

nn Based on measured IVBased on measured IV--curves of curves of SWNTsSWNTs, , 
a conversion loss of 15 to 20 dB appears a conversion loss of 15 to 20 dB appears 
possible;possible;

nn The output noise of the 2DEG HEB The output noise of the 2DEG HEB 
decreased in the ballistic regime (Lee et decreased in the ballistic regime (Lee et 
al., 2002); Operation at 77 K may yield al., 2002); Operation at 77 K may yield 
mainly Johnson noise of <77 K? (More mainly Johnson noise of <77 K? (More 
about noise later!)about noise later!)

nn The DSB Receiver noise temperature then The DSB Receiver noise temperature then 
is estimated as 1,000 K to 4,000 K;is estimated as 1,000 K to 4,000 K;
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What about conversion loss and What about conversion loss and 
noise noise -- IIII

nn With 100 GHz bandwidth, and With 100 GHz bandwidth, and TTRx,DSBRx,DSB = = 
5,000 K, one can achieve5,000 K, one can achieve
?? TTRMSRMS = 0.5 K in one millisecond (using the = 0.5 K in one millisecond (using the 
““radiometer formularadiometer formula””), allowing fast THz ), allowing fast THz 
imagingimaging

Focal plane arrays are possible if the LO Focal plane arrays are possible if the LO 
power is very low. power is very low. LO power may be ~ 1 LO power may be ~ 1 
µµW due to the very small active volume of W due to the very small active volume of 
the device (also based on typical bias the device (also based on typical bias 
required)required);;
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SUMMARYSUMMARY

Higher LO Higher LO 
power, power, 
higher higher 
temp.temp.

BW ~ BW ~ 
200200--300300
GHzGHz

ExperimExperim..
EvidenceEvidence
For For dR/ddR/d??

Optical Optical 
phonon phonon 
scatteringscattering

Low LO Low LO 
power, power, 
low temp.low temp.

BW ~ BW ~ 
100100--200200
GHzGHz

ExperimExperim..
EvidenceEvidence
For For dR/ddR/d??

Acoustic Acoustic 
phonon or phonon or 
defect defect scattscatt. . 

BW ~ BW ~ 
600 GHz600 GHz

May not May not 
show show 
dR/ddR/d??

BallisticBallistic
transporttransport
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Interesting theoretical issues Interesting theoretical issues -- II

nn Noise in Noise in ““classicalclassical”” HEBsHEBs is mainly is mainly 
““temperature fluctuation noisetemperature fluctuation noise”” [1]; What [1]; What 
happens when the HEB is on the happens when the HEB is on the nanonano
scale? The (electron) temperature is no scale? The (electron) temperature is no 
longer welllonger well--defined [2]!defined [2]!

nn Superconducting Superconducting HEBsHEBs have receiver noise have receiver noise 
temperatures down to 10 x temperatures down to 10 x hf/khf/k; what ; what 
about the ultimate quantum noise limit for about the ultimate quantum noise limit for 
NanoNano--HEBsHEBs [3]?[3]?

nn [1] Based on e.g. C. [1] Based on e.g. C. KittelKittel, H. , H. KroemerKroemer, , Thermal PhysicsThermal Physics (2d Ed.), (2d Ed.), 
Freeman (1980), p.84.Freeman (1980), p.84.

nn [2] Hartman et al., PRL [2] Hartman et al., PRL 9393,080402,080402--1 (2004).1 (2004).
nn [3] About Quantum. Noise in HEBS, see [3] About Quantum. Noise in HEBS, see KollbergKollberg and and YngvessonYngvesson, , 

IEEE Trans. MTT, in prep.IEEE Trans. MTT, in prep.
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Interesting theoretical issuesInteresting theoretical issues--IIII

nn What happens in the contacts? What happens in the contacts? 
nn ““Where is the bolometer?Where is the bolometer?””: : 

I.e. how do we best model the I.e. how do we best model the NanoNano--
HEB, including electrons, phonons, HEB, including electrons, phonons, 
scattering and contacts?scattering and contacts?
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CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

nn Several of the possibilities we have Several of the possibilities we have 
analyzed look promising; for example, analyzed look promising; for example, 
length needs to be optimized for the high length needs to be optimized for the high 
voltage region case; SWNT voltage region case; SWNT HEBsHEBs may may 
work at 77 K or higher and yield record IF work at 77 K or higher and yield record IF 
bandwidths;bandwidths;

nn Very low LO power is almost guaranteed, Very low LO power is almost guaranteed, 
lowest at lower temperatures: great for lowest at lower temperatures: great for 
FPAsFPAs..

nn Kinetic inductance and matching effects Kinetic inductance and matching effects 
need to be studiedneed to be studied
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